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Android Oreo is on the horizon, and there's plenty to look forward to. The update shows image mode in the image for phones and tablets, painted notifications, adaptive icons, system-all autofill API, Bluetooth audio enhancements, and more. Android Oreo will also include Project Treble, which aims to fix Android's split problem. With
Project Treble, Google separates the operating system framework from vendor interfaces, allowing device manufacturers to roll updates without re-working on their custom skins for a new version of Android. In short, this is the biggest change in Android's low-level system architecture to date. They are a key question when we talk about
Android O is when (or if) your phone will receive the update. Indian manufacturers don't exactly have the best track record when it comes to deploying updates, and that's not likely to change with Android O. Predict which devices will risk updating and when. Samsung Samsung sells the highest number of phones in India, and a good
reason. With a strong offline distribution network and unparalleled marketing budget, Samsung continues to sell tens of millions of phones in India, with the Galaxy J Budget series leading the pack. According to Samsung's track record, at least the galaxy J5 and J7 2017 should pick up the update, as well as the latest J7 Pro and J7 Max.
The manufacturer rolled out the Nougat Galaxy S7 update back in January, so we'll likely see the Android Oreo update for the S8 in roughly the same time frame next year. The Note 8 - which is due to launch next week - will run to get Nougat out of the box, but should pick up Android Oreo around the same time as the S8 or even before.
Xiaomi Xiaomi has seen a reversal in the stock in India this year, with the Chinese manufacturer offering two of the country's best-selling phones: the Redmi Note 4 and the Redmi 4. However, things are not so rosy when you look at the status of the update. The Redmi Note 4 is picking up the Nougat update now, and the likes of Redmi
4/4A and Redmi 3S are still on marshmallows. Even for devices that are supposed to pick up the Oreo Android update, it's possible customers will be looking at prolonged wait times. For now, only three devices seem unlikely to pick up the Android Oreo update, but that could change in the future: Mi Max 2 Redmi Note 4 Mi 5 Motorola is
expected to deliver Android Oreo to most of its devices. The task will not be as simple as in previous years given that the manufacturer has greatly expanded its portfolio. This may lead to delays in preparing updates for devices at the mimosh level like the Moto C, but Moto G series devices for the Moto Z family and everything in between
should pick up the Android Oreo update. With India being Motorola's largest global market, the company tends to roll updates in the subcontinent ahead of other regions. We should be able to get official confirmation of Getting updated as well as a timeline once Android Oreo is official. For now, these are the devices that can pick up
Android Oreo: Google's Google devices are the first to pick up platform and security updates, and with the company committing to two years of platform updates and three years of security updates, all phones released after August 2015 will pick up Android oreo. This list includes four phones: Google Pixel Google Pixel XL Nexus 6P
Nexus 5X Lenovo Android Update oreo will be making its way to the newly released K8 Note, but for the rest of the devices in Lenovo's bag, Nougat marks the end of the line. Lenovo said it would not provide the Nougat update to the PHAB 2 Pro, released in the state in January. The K6 Note, K6 Power, P2 and Z2 Plus run Nougat, but
will receive no further updates. The only Lenovo device that should pick up the Android Oreo update is the Note K8, which is also the brand's first android share feature phone. LG LG's upcoming V30 may be one of the first devices to run Oreo out of the box, but if it doesn't, it will pick up the update. The G6 and V20 are also expected to
make the transition to Oreo, as well as the LG Q6 budget: LG V30 LG V20 LG G6 LG Q6 HTC HTC HTC HTC is one of the best phones you can buy at the moment, And the phone will undoubtedly pick up the Android Oreo update, along with U Ultra and last year's HTC 10: HTC U11 HTC U Ultra HTC 10 manufacturer also sells the
Passion 10 Pro and U Play in India, but given that both of these devices are running marshmallows, it's unlikely they'll be updated to Oreo. Sony Sony does a great job of launching consistent updates, and the company needs to deliver Oreo to most devices launched in the last 12 months: the Xperia XZ Premium Xperia X series Xperia
XZS Notable mentions hundreds of new phones for the first time in India every year, so it's not possible to track whether each device will pick up an update. However, there are some prominent devices that will be making the switch to Android O: OnePlus 3/3T and OnePlus 5 will be getting updated oreo. Indian brand Smartron focuses on
software updates as a differentiator for its srt.phone, so the device will pick up the Oreo Android update. The 6X Honor and Honor 8 Pro should similarly make the transition to Oreo, alongside the Huawei P9. KeYone BlackBerry will also receive the update, but it can be a long wait for customers. ASUS has announced that all phones in
ZenFone 3 and ZenFone 4 series will be updated to Android Oreos. There's no timeline for that area, but even after accounting for long delays, this is great news for ZenFone owners in the state. If you're using a phone from one of the dozens vivo and OPPO currently recognized in the country, don't hang in there for an update to Android
Oreo - most of their devices are still in marshmallows. Cannell for phones from people like Thex, Lava and Carbon. If the last year has shown us anything, it's that Indian suppliers aren't interested in rolling updates to their phones. We will continue to update this list as and when we receive official approval from manufacturers. Our editors
independently research, test and make advice on the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive fees for purchases made from our selected links. The final verdict samsung Galaxy Note20 Ultra (display on Amazon) is the most powerful phone on this list no matter what you plan to do. Whether it's
productivity, gaming or general use of multimedia, it won't let you down. For 5G connectivity without breaking the bank, we love google pixel 4a 5G. It has clean software, great camera capabilities, solid specs. Jesse Hollington has been testing and reviewing smartphones and smartphone accessories for more than a decade and has used
every smart and mobile platform from the early days to Palm, Symbian, and Windows CE to the modern era of Apple's iPhones and the entire range of Android-based phones from Google and One Nexus to Samsung's latest devices. Lance Olenoff is a 30-year veteran journalist who has covered the technology since computers were the
size of suitcases and a row means waiting. Earlier, Lance served as a columnist for Medium, editor-in-chief of Mashable, and editor-in-chief of PCMag.com. Andrew Hayward is a Chicago writer who has been covering technology and video games since 2006. His areas of expertise include smartphones, wearable gadgets, smart home
devices, video games and eSports. It surveyed the Pixel 5 and pixel 4a 5G, praising their excellent camera performance and clean software. Ajay Kumar is a technical editor at Leifwire. With a decade of experience in the consumer electronics industry, it was previously published on PCMag, where it surveyed hundreds of phones, tablets
and other mobile devices. Choosing a new smartphone today isn't as simple as deciding between Apple's iPhones or android phone. If you choose the latter, consider the starting point: there are a huge amount of phones running the Android operating system, and they vary in style, power, capabilities, manufacturer and more. While it may
seem daunting, it's actually a very good thing. The competition has wondered the quality and led to a very wide range of price ranges, with low-cost devices at the condescensing level all the way up to smartphones with wallet tefahot that have more luxury technology than anyone ever needs. If all you care about is making calls and
texting, then you don't have to spend a mint on a new smartphone. On the other hand, if you want DSLR quality images, incredibly sharp display, and smooth 3D games, then you'll have to pay for these benefits. Doing just a little research can pay big dividends. While all current Android phones provide the same kind of basic functionality,
the small differences between Can significantly affect how you use your phone on a daily basis. Here's a look at all the key considerations to keep in mind when researching a new Android smartphone as well as a list of the biggest Android manufacturers today. Each Android phone is a merger of different components, features and
benefits, so you'll want to make sure you get as much as you need as much as your budget allows. Here's what to look for: Every Android phone has a screen, but some are much better than others - and some are much larger than others. What was previously considered a large or phablet phone just a few years ago is at the more
compact end of the scale today, as screens only to grow. Today, a flagship premium Android phone will typically have a screen that is 6 inches or larger diagonally, such as Samsung's 6.2-inch Display Galaxy S20 or OnePlus 7T's 6.55-inch screen. Compact smartphones are usually not much smaller than that: it's rare to see a brand
name Android phone with a screen smaller than 5.5 inches today. However, these phones are higher than before thanks to an 18:9 or even 20:9 aspect ratio, which helps phones avoid feeling too wide by hand. Even so, larger-screen phones can be difficult to control with one hand. If possible, put your hands on your phone before buying.
Beyond size, your next big consideration is screen resolution. Higher is better: many phones opt for a resolution of 1080p, and the Resolution of the OnePlus 7T of 1080x2400 means there are almost 2.6 million pixels compressed into this handheld display. It's very sharp. More different phones go even higher to a resolution of 1440p (or
Quad HD), while a pair even opt for 1920p (4K Ultra HD). However, on such a small screen, you're unlikely to see much advantage to a 4K display. At the other end of the spectrum, however, some cheaper phones have lower-resolution 720p panels, where text and graphics tend to look blurrier. Different phones offer increased screen
refresh rates of 90Hz or 120Hz (60Hz is standard), meaning menus and animations look smoother, especially important for gaming. Also, phones with OLED or AMOLED screens tend to have bolder contrast and deeper black levels, while LCD batteries don't usually look quite pontzy. In addition, some phones offer screens that are always
turned on, meaning you'll see details like time, battery life, and incoming alerts on another black screen when they're not in active use. Samsung Galaxy Note10Plus runs Netflix, which moves away from the camera hole. Lifewire/Lance Ulanoff may not always be true, but it's usually true that the more you spend on a new smartphone, the
more processing power you'll get. Qualcomm's Snapdragon processors are used on most top phones these days, and the Snapdragon 800 series is usually what you'll find on expensive flagship phones. Currently, in 2020, the top of the line is a Snapdragon 865 chip, although some The ongoing 2019 phones use the slightly improved
Snapdragon 855 or Snapdragon 855+. Less powerful medium-range phones use Snapdragon series chips or 700 series, while cost-effective phones may use Snapdragon 400 series processors. Some manufacturers use lower-power mediaTek plying instead, and these are typically found on cost-effective phones. Samsung's own Exynos
processors aren't used much in North America, but some of its low-priced phones run them, while Huawei uses Kirin chips inside its home. A powerful processor combined with a solid amount of RAM (typically 4GB or more) and a high-quality graphics processing unit (GPU) will typically make a phone that feels vigorous in everyday use,
can switch between multiple apps easily, and can run visually impressive games without slowness. Every step down from the flagship medium-term roster and ultimately the budget range tends to make phones that feel slower because they are less able to run top games. As with processing power, you will usually get better cameras the
more you spend on your phone. Flagship Android phones today often pack a number of cameras with different capabilities. For example, the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra features four rear cameras: a standard 108-megapixel wide-angle camera, a 48-megapixel telephoto camera for enlarged shots, a 16-megapixel ultra-wide-angle camera
pulled back for lateral and group shots, and a DepthVision sensor that captures distance data to improve results. Among these four cameras, the Ultra Galaxy S20 can produce a 10x hybrid optical zoom with clear results, and up to 100x super zoom resolution that takes up much blurrier, distant shots. It's the extreme example, and it's an
incredibly expensive phone. Even so, most of today's major flagship devices have two or three rear cameras, and even medium-range phones give you between two and four rear cameras. However, mid-range phones are less likely to deliver great results, and low-budget phones typically produce reasonable results at best. Google's Pixel
3a and Pixel 3a devices are an interesting exception, however, as they actually carry the superior superior flagship camera and Pixel 3 phones into a medium-range body. All of today's Android devices come with front selfie cameras, and sometimes more than one - you might also get a wider-angle camera for group photos. These
cameras are sometimes a bit of a slot at the top of the screen or in a camera punch hole cut near the top, or maybe just in the black strap of the panel above the screen. Some phones, such as the OnePlus 7 Pro, even have a motorized selfie camera that pops up what's on top of the phone when charging the camera app. All Android
phones run Android... Sure, right? While this is true, there are different versions of Android. More importantly, each hardware manufacturer puts its own stamp on the operating system, so the interface may look or run a little differently as a result. Again, it's definitely worth getting hands on with Android phone before you buy it, just to make



sure you like the atmosphere and flow of the custom interface. Google Pixel devices run the pure and last versions of Android, because Google is the main developer of Android and its services are considered essential to experience. Android 10 is the latest version of Android, although many current phones are still running previous
Android 9 Cake... Or maybe even an old-fashioned Android 8 Oreo. Each maker must release its own updates to its leather version of Android so it can take many months for the update to hit your phone after Google releases its new core version. Almost every smartphone you buy today is equipped to give you a full day of tick access
time, from the moment you wake up until you plug it back in before bed. Some phones will give you even more, such as the Motorola Moto G7 Power, which can reasonably give you a full two days between charges. However, not every phone meets its claims: for example, we found that Google's Pixel 4 XL struggled to last a whole day
with all of its default features turned on. Many high-end phones offer wireless charging capabilities in addition to wired charging, which means that they put the back of the phone's glass on a wireless charging pad to add the internal battery. It's usually a slower process, but it's also very convenient. Some phones also offer a feature called
reverse wireless charging, which means you can put another wirelessly chargeable phone in the back to share some of your battery life. Some accessories, such as wireless headphone cases, can also be charged on the back of these phones. Note that removable batteries are very rare with today's smartphones. One rare example
available for purchase in North America is a budget-friendly Nokia 2.2. The new Google Pixel 4. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff The amount of internal storage available on your phone determines how many apps and files you can carry with you. Many luxury phones start at around 128GB of internal storage, which is a pretty significant amount to
play with. There may be higher-capacity versions available for more money, such as 256GB or 512GB, if you plan to carry a lot of local music or video files, or want to get a bunch of mobile games downloaded. Cheaper phones may only come with 32GB or 64GB of internal storage, however, which limits the number of data you can carry
around. Fortunately, many phones allow you to expand your storage with tiny microSD memory cards, which are quite affordable and easy to come by. Some phones do not allow external storage, however, such as OnePlus and Google Pixel phones. You'll find a fingerprint sensor on almost every Android smartphone today, but some
aren't immediately visible. Most are placed at the back, where the pointer finger usually rests, but some are located on the power button on the right side of the phone. Some higher quality phones, however, such as the Samsung Galaxy Note 10 OnePlus 7 Pro, put their fingerprint sensors inside the screen itself. These aren't always as
fast and reliable as the traditional sensors. Samsung's ultrasonic sensors on its expensive Galaxy phones have been a bit spotty in finger recognition to unlock the phone, while the optical sensors seen on OnePlus phones, for example, are pretty fast. Many phones also offer facial unlock capabilities, but if they have a standard two-mode
front camera, then it's not a highly secure system - an attacker can easily mislead it. Google's Pixel 4 phones, on the other hand, have an iPhone as a 3D interior scanning hardware that is more accurate and secure than regular 2D cameras. Some phones also offer an extra layer of security that allows you to remotely delete the data from
them if they are lost or stolen. Not every phone is compatible with any mobile service, so if you're buying a phone online or not directly from a phone, make sure it works. AT&amp;amp; T and T-Mobile use GSM technology for their service, while Verizon and Sprint rely on CDMA technology. Some unlocked phones may be compatible with
both cellular bands, while other phones are specific to certain providers or bands. Also, only some phones are compatible with higher speed 5G mobile service, which is still quite a new feature. More and more phones will support 5G in the coming months as it gradually replaces 4G LTE as a cellular standard, and providers are constantly
expanding their service maps respectively so you can access 5G speeds in more places. A 3.5mm headphone port seems like a very standard feature, but more and more high-quality phones have omitting the feature in recent years - the Galaxy S20, Pixel 4 and OnePlus 7T don't have a headphone port. Your choice, then, is to use
Bluetooth wireless headphones or use a USB-C-to-3.5mm dongle adapter, which may or may not come with your phone. Intriguingly, it's the cheaper mid-range and budget phones that usually still keep the classic headphone port intact. It's the odd example of paying less and being more in the phone world. Most smartphones have the
familiar design with a large touch display, but lately we've seen more experiments on foldable smartphones. Samsung Galaxy Z Flip and new Motorola Razr are both modern smartphones that reimagine the classic flip phone design, while the Samsung Galaxy Fold has a small exterior screen and a 7.3in tablet-sized display from the
inside. All these phones are significantly more expensive than typical smartphones, so you'll pay extra for an exceptional experimental design. Samsung Galaxy Note10+ and Note10. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff Many different companies are creating Android-powered devices, but when it comes to high-quality smartphones in 2020, these are
the brands you need to know: Samsung: Samsung is the most popular Android manufacturer in Western markets, and is known for its galaxy line of smartphones and suites of related apps. The Galaxy S20 is the company's flagship central phone, with larger Galaxy S20+ and Galaxy S20 Ultra versions also available. The company also
makes a Galaxy Note 10, which comes with a pop-up stylus. Samsung has medium-range phones as well, such as the Galaxy A50, and makes experimental phones such as the Galaxy Fold and Galaxy Z Flip. Google: Google is the main company behind Android itself and is the maker of various Pixel phones. As of the time writing, the
Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL are the flagship phones, while last year's Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a XL are lower-priced alternatives with less powerful plastic processors and processors. Pixel phones provide the cleanest, pure Android experience available, while other manufacturers tweak and skin their versions of Android. OnePlus: OnePlus has
emerged as a manufacturer of flagship budget phones - so, devices that are as powerful as more expensive models, but may cut some features or components to save hundreds of dollars. Today, the OnePlus 7T is the company's core phone, while the more expensive OnePlus 7 Pro has a higher resolution screen along with a motorized
selfie camera that pops up from the phone's top when needed. Motorola: Motorola has been around for eons, but has recently focused almost entirely on budget and phones in the price range. Its Moto G phones are usually reliable low-priced phones, while one different Motorola mid-range models have different styles and benefits
between them. Motorola has also made a handful of Moto Z phones with magnetic, Snap-on accessories, and the new Foldable Razr smartphone is a nostalgic throwback to its classic flip phone. Sony: Sony's phones recently adopted high-end 21:9 monitors. The Xperia 1 (with a 4K screen) and the slightly smaller Xperia 5 are sea flag
phones, while the Xperia 10 is a more budget-friendly alternative. LG: LG's latest phones have adopted various gimmicks to try to stand out, including the LG G8X ThinQ, which has a two-detoted full-size screen, and the LG G8 ThinQ with its inconsistent air traffic gestures. LG also manufactures phones at cheap prices, including the LG
Stylo 5 with stylus packaging. Nokia: Once an exclusive maker of Windows phones, Nokia now makes a variety of Android phones, most of them budget and midrange models. Nokia 7.1, Nokia 6.1, and Nokia 4.2 are all included in our list of best budget smartphones for less than $300 in 2020. Nokia's latest flagship phone is the Nokia 9
PureView, which has five rear cameras. Huawei: Huawei manufactures high-quality phones such as the P40 Pro and Mate 30 Pro, which have impressive multiple camera settings, along with budget devices under its Honor brand. However, due to problems with the U.S. government, new Huawei phones can no longer receive Google
services and apps (including the Play Store for app downloads), and are not widely available in the United States. Any Android phone on the market can perform the basic tasks of making calls, sending And emails, web browsing, and playing apps and games, but there's a wide gap in quality and capabilities between them. The more
expensive phones usually pack better screens, improved performance, and extra perks, but we don't recommend throwing money at a fancy phone without doing some research, reading reviews, and ideally getting practical time to see if you like the feel and experience of using the phone. For many users, a good mid-range quality phone
like Google's Pixel 3a, Samsung Galaxy A50, or Motorola Moto G7 may satisfy your needs. You'll need to consider whether features like extra power, shinier screens and improved camera capabilities are really worth spending for. Be sure to consult our updated list of the best Android smartphones above, and keep an eye on reviews of
the latest and largest. Largest.
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